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Abstract: Next generation sequencing has led to the generation of billions of sequence data, making it increasingly infeasible 

for sequence alignment to be performed on standalone machines. The Digital data can be stored in the form of genome 

sequence, which requires techniques to synthesise and sequence into the DNA sequences. This paper reviews about taking 

a dataset of DNA sequencing as an input and split them across the cluster machine by applying MapReduce implementation 

of Hadoop to make the search efficient for large scale genome sequencing applications. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The rapid progress in genome sequencing technologies leads to availability of high amounts of genomic data. However, one growing 

concern is the ability to protect the privacy of sensitive information. DNA can be encoded or digitized and stored as a sequence on 

a computer database. This process is, ostensibly, what the various genome sequencing efforts are all about. DNA can also be 

synthesized, and, in fact, it can be synthesized using the prior, digital form of DNA in databases. Storage has been a fundamental 

requirement for the Humans. In the modern era of computing and communication, huge amount of data is being generated and there 

is a pressing need for dense storage medium which is cost effective. Clustering [1] is a popular technique used for classifying data 

set into groups. Data points under particular group share similar features. It is widely used for pattern recognition, data mining etc. 

To achieve globally optimal solution, it requires iterating over all possible clustering. Hadoop Mapreduce [2] is a parallel 

programming technique build on the frameworks of Google app engine mapreduce. It is used for processing large data in a 

distributed environment. It is highly scalable and can be build using commodity hardware. Hadoop mapreduce splits the input data 

into particular sized chunks and processes these chunks simultaneously over the cluster. 

 

II. HADOOP 

 

Hadoop is an open source project, implementing MapReduce, supporting distributed computing and also providing scalability [3]. 

Hadoop in short provides distributed storage and analysis system [4]. Storage is provided by the Hadoop Distributed File System 

(HDFS) [5] and the analysis system is the MapReduce programming model or the computational model. The Hadoop framework 

plays an important role since it is capable of handling large data sets and also the general aspects of distributed computing is 

automatically handled. Hadoop is distributed and column oriented database. HBase uses HDFS for its more efficient system storage 

[6]. 

 

HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) 

Hadoop provides a distributed file system called Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) which runs on commodity hardware 

machines and store very large data set. One of the assumptions of HDFS designing was that “Moving computations is much cheaper 

than Moving Data”. The core idea is to move larger set of applications closer to where the data is located and perform computations 

on it. The throughput is to be increased in HDFS by moving computations near data. HDFS scales up upto ten thousands of low 

cost hardware machines on which data can be stored in blocks and computation can be partitioned on these machines using 

MapReduce. MapReduce is a programming model which is used for processing massive data sets stored on HDFS clusters.  

 

III. MAPREDUCE 

 

MapReduce [7] is a popular cloud computing programming model or a framework for distributed computing used especially 

where large data sets are involved and analysed. In this model, a map function and a reduce function is specified by the user [8].  

Map function makes the traditional data analysis in distributed manner by assigning given jobs to different nodes present in hadoop 

environment. In general Map Reduce model executes number of problems in parallel [9]. Reducer function receives collection of 

inputs from Mapper function, computing the result from input sets and gives as final output [10]. Apache hadoop is the best tool 

for processing large amount of database. 

The MapReduce architecture consists of one master (Jobtracker) and many workers (Tasktrackers). The JobTracker receives job 

from the user, breaks it down into map and reduce tasks, then assigns those tasks to Tasktrackers, after that monitors the progress 

of the Tasktrackers, and finally when all the tasks are completed, reports the user about the completionof jobs. Each Tasktracker 

has fixed number of map and reduce task slots which determines how many map and reduce tasks it can run at a single time. The 
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Hadoop File System HDFS supports reliability and fault tolerance of MapReduce computation by replicating i.e. generating copies 

of the inputs and outputs of a Hadoop jobs and then storing them uniquely.   

 

IV. GENOME SEQUENCING 

 

The technique that allows for researchers to read and convert the genetic information found in the DNA of any organisms is called 

Genome Sequencing. 

 

DNA Sequencing 

DNA sequencing is the process of determining the accurate order of  nucleotides  along chromosomes and genomes. The 

sequencing procedure consists of the following steps: 

1. Read DNA fragments 

The raw data produced consists of pairs of short fragments of DNA called reads, each with current technology and biochemistry 

about 100 bases long. Each fragment is first read from one end and then from the other, producing a total of two reads. With the 

HiSeq 2000 the read length is typically about 100 bases, meaning that for each DNA fragment of 300–500 nucleotides we have 

read the first and the last 100 or so, leaving an unread section in between. From a single run the sequencing machine can produce 

800 GB of data, consisting of billions of records—two for each fragment—each containing four pieces of data: a key identifying a 

DNA fragment; the read number (one or two); [11] the DNA sequence read; the quality score for each base in the DNA sequence, 

which estimates the probability of a reading error at each base. 

2. Map fragments to reference genome 

The genomic sequence must be reconstructed by determining the original locations of the fragments [12]. When aligning read pairs, 

the fact that the distance between the two fragments can be estimated is used to direct the alignment process to choose a position 

where both reads can be aligned within a statistically reasonable distance from each other. This alignment process is known as Short 

Read Alignment. 

3. Detect and remove duplicate reads 

The duplicate reads must be eliminated to avoid introducing statistical biases into the data. 

4. Recalibrate base quality scores. 

Adjust the quality scores of the detected bases to take into account several factors in addition to the optical quality measures used 

by the sequencing machine. 

 

DNA Sequence alignment 

DNA Sequence alignment is a way of comparing two or more different DNA sequences by searching for a meaningful 

character patterns that are in the same order in the sequences [13]. Sequence alignment mainly used to identify functional and 

evolutionary relationship between two different biological sequence, homology study, Evolutionary linkage and Molecular 

structure. While aligning a different sequence, execution speed and alignment accuracy are considered as major aspects. 

Needleman-Wunsch [14] performs global sequence alignment between two nucleotide or amino acid sequences and find out 

structural or functional similarity. Smith-Waterman [15] performs local sequence alignment; that is, for determining similar regions 

between two strings of nucleic acid sequences or protein sequences, Instead of looking at the entire sequence. Sequence alignment 

algorithms works based on dynamic programming. These are all produces accurate alignment    score. These    algorithms need high 

computation for processing the data. Computation complexity depends on sequence size. When sequence size increases, complexity 

increases exponentially. ClustalW [16] uses progressive alignment methods, which align the most similar sequences first and work 

their way down to the least similar sequences until a global alignment is created, and T-COFFEE [17] (Tree-based Consistency 

Objective Function for Alignment Evaluation) is a multiple sequence alignment software using a progressive approach. It generates 

a library of pairwise alignments to guide the multiple sequence alignment. It uses progressive approximation method. These tools 

identify similar sequence in very fast. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [18], Generic algorithms [19] are used in iteration based 

approach. HMM is created using already aligned sequence. It tests the sequence with respect to HMM or not. Dynamic Programming 

methodology produces better result but it needs higher computation power. Heuristics algorithms are too fast and it needs local 

maxima value. Iterative based approach is relatively slow. Indonesia [20] is the best example for structure based alignments using 

priori data. It uses basesian alignment for its alignment purpose. Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) [21] used for 

sequence to sequence alignment. It implements in a number of ways and applied in a variety of contexts including straight-forward 

DNA and protein sequence database searches, motif searches, gene identification searches, and in the analysis of multiple regions 

of similarity in long DNA sequences. PCI-BLAST [22] is used for profile to sequence alignment. It constructs a multiple alignment 

from BLAST output data, processes this alignment into a position-specific score matrix and uses this matrix to search the database. 

Align-M [23] is example for non progressive approach that gives better accuracy results for the related sequence aligned distantly. 

Probalign [24] calculate the probability of pair wise using posteriori information. It constructs accurate RNA alignments and 

produces accurate phylogenetic trees. MAFFT [25, 26] reduces the CPU Execution time to identify similar regions. It uses iterative 

base approach to calculate the result. and MUSCLE [27] Given an aligned pair of sequences, it compute the pairwise identity and 

convert to an additive distance estimate.  MAFFT and MUSCLE tools uses posteriori information. NRAlign [28] uses horizontal 

alignment information to give accurate result. DIALIGN-T [29] produces high accuracy in terms of gaps. ISP Align [30] is 

combined HMM and Probcons that identifies the sequence using the intermediate sequence profile to assure the accuracy. Fast 

Fourier transform PartTree [31] is used to create guide tree for constructing sequence alignment. Partial order alignment is used to 

achieve improved result in sequence alignment. FGPA [32] is used for improving the computation. it is a system with parallel and 

higher density logic elements, promising to significantly improve genomic sequence searching. CUDA compatible GPU cards are 
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used to exploit the huge computational power of commonly available graphic cards, to develop high performance solutions for 

sequence alignment. To search the alignment in homology database needs parallel architecture supported machines [33]. CEPAR 

[34] perform the biological related processing using parallel processor. It performs sequence to sequence comparison, parallelizes 

a single query across a partitioned and distributed database and the set of queries themselves are partitioned across a set o f 

servers with replicated or partitioned databases. pBLAST [35] support parallel processor, hash table and query processing to 

achieve computational accuracy. It produces the best alignment for a pair of DNA or protein sequences. Genetic programming gives 

better results compared to dynamic programming Distributed and parallel environment support achieved in ClustalWMPI [36] and 

W.ND-CLAST [37] provides an interactive tool that allows scientists to easily utilizing their available computing resources for high 

throughput and comprehensive sequence analyses. BAliBASE [38] tools generate numerous test cases for sequence alignment 

problems. Quality of the alignment improved using dynamic programming methods. It also ensures optimal alignment between the 

sequences. Normal computation machine needs highest computation power for alignment process. 

 

DNA Alignment tools 

Various alignment tools are used for detecting genome variations such as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) and large-

scale structural variations, The extensive genetic informational datasets create many serious problems and challenges for the popular 

alignment tools such as bowtie [39], The aligner is typically used with short reads and a large reference genome, or for whole 

genome analysis, RMAP [40, 41] supports paired-end reads either as read sequences or using full quality-score information, MAQ 

[42] particularly designed for Illumina-Solexa 1G Genetic Analyzer, and has preliminary functions to handle ABI SOLiD data., 

bwa [43, 44] to map low-divergent sequences against a large reference genome. There have been some initiatives towards this trend 

of using Hadoop such as CloudBurst [45] a Map Reduce-based read-mapping algorithm modeled after RMAP, runs in parallel on 

multiple machines with Hadoop, but its website and code are in-accessible, SeqMapreduce [46] parallelising sequence mapping 

using Hadoop. It is a performance improvement version of CloudBurst, Crossbow [47] read mapping and SNP calling software that 

runs in the Amazon EC2 cloud, CloudAligner [48] is designed to achieve better performance, longer reads, and extremely high 

scalability. It has more common functions such as bisulfite (BS) and pair-end mapping as well as a friendly user interface, and it 

supports more input as well as output formats. These techniques are used for detecting genome variations such as single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNP) and large-scale structural variations, which are very important in biological analyses.  

 

V. MAPREDUCE ALGORITHM FOR DNA SEQUENCING 

 

Typical DNA sequencing for a single data sample (about 400–900 GB in the FASTQ file format) might take 70+ hours for a very 

powerful single server. The goal of the MapReduce algorithm is to find the answer in a few hours and make the solution scalable.  

The main idea of the MapReduce is to go through some Map, Reduce and shuffle parallel computational steps. These steps can be 

summarized in these three points:  

1. Map: reads are mapped to the reference genome in parallel on multiple machines  

2. Shuffle: aggregation of the alignments to be on the same chromosome and being sorted by position  

3. Scan: scanning of the sorted alignments for biological events identification in each group   

 

The DNA sequencing involves three steps: 

i) DNA Sequence alignment 

In the alignment phase, MapReduce/Hadoop implementation with open source tools BWA and SAM could be used. 

• Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA), is an efficient program that aligns relatively short nucleotide sequences against a long reference 

sequence such as the human genome [49]. 

• Sequence Alignment/Map (SAM) tools, provide various utilities for manipulating alignments in the SAM format, including 

sorting, merging, indexing, and generating alignments in a per-position format [50]. The BAM format, is the binary format of a 

SAM file. 

The map( ) function will read the input file (one single chunk) and will generate an aligned file in BAM format[51]. Here, the map( 

) function uses BWA to perform the alignment process. Once the alignment is done, then it will extract all chromosomes and save 

them in the MapReduce filesystem (HDFS, for Hadoop). 

 

ii) Recalibration 

In the recalibration step, each map( ) function will work on a specific aligned chromosome. The mapper will perform duplicate 

marking, local realignment, and recalibration [52]. The goal of map( ) is to create a local recalibration table filled with covariates. 

local covariates will be merged by the single reducer to create the final single global file, recalibration table that will be used by the 

map( ) function of the third and final step of DNA sequencing, variant detection. 

 

iii) Variant detection 

The map() function will use the BAM file generated by the map() function of the recalibration step, and the final single “recalibration 

table” file. The map() function will use open source tools, such as GATK and SAMtools to generate partial variants, which are raw 

BCF—binary call format—files. The reducer will concatenate, sort and merge the raw BCF files to generate a single VCF file [53]. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
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Genome Sequencing is finding out the order of DNA nucleotides or bases in a genome, the order of A’s, C’s, G’s and T’s that make 

up an organism DNA. Processing of Genome Sequence is very important. This paper presents an unified MapReduce/Hadoop 

framework that takes huge data of genome sequence and split it across the clusters to increase the speed and efficiency. The short 

read mapping of genome sequencing can be easily and efficiently processed by using Hadoop and MapReduce frameworks. The 

MapReduce framework can speed up the processing by splitting the large data on various different clusters and have good 

compatibility with an open source platform Hadoop that works on commodity hardware and can result decreasing the cost of service. 
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